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About This Game

Cosmic Sugar is a simple but elegant GPU driven simulation space. Vive wands become attractors or repulsors which allow you
to craft nebulae. The controls are very simple, but it takes some time to explore all of the possibilities. Thanks to East Forest for

the trailer music.
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cosmic sugar vr. cosmic sugar vr pro. cosmic sugar vr oculus

An excelent game to have an adventure during a lazy afternoon; charming and with great yet simple visual also it has great
replay value and is always great to replay. Perfect emulation of 8bit era title.

The good ones, not the cheap ones where you would be bum rushed or killed from something offscreen.

The game is fair, but requires skill on your end.

Become MLG.. Ignore the lack of playing time with this review. I bought this game when it first came out and got this copy for
free when I pre-ordered Age of Wonders III. Frankly, Age of Wonders is the best fantasy 4X series I've played. Shadow Magic
was the best in the franchise, until Age of Wonders three came out. This is one of the best, "One more turn." games. The
developers even put in a clock in the UI, because so many fans requested after playing for many hours longer than they
intended.

If you like the genre, then this game is worth the $10. However, I would recommend spending $30 on the latest game.. The
minute this game came out I snagged it up. Its been fun so far, tho Ive yet to get good enough to earn a rank over B as of yet.
Still, I like what Im seeing after beating the first five stages, and I am eager to finish the game. Will update this review at that
time. Whatever this game is, it's gone now.

Multiplayer only - no servers online.. pretty amazing game, please make a second game to this one. Bad writing. Bad engine.
Bad game.. A breath of fresh air in terms of genre and style. Worth a purchase.. This has a open area and has very less levels
than the previous installments. However, they added ALOT of monsters which helps enjoy the carnage despite the small levels.
This truly gives off the Doom feeling when you are fighting a huge army of monsters. I also like the comic story, and its pretty
cool to have cutscenes often. Its rather a bit easier than Overdose and the tarot cards are useful and fairly rewarding. But its fun
if you are up for more mindless shooting.. Good old fashioned RTS. Surprisingly a lot of depth, it's a 2D RTS which is fine, you
don't notice once you got your head in the game. The easy setting is crazy easy with the exception of one or two missions. Might
give the MP a go soon. For the price a nice little indie title. I'll probably have completed this soon, in the absence of any good
market leading RTS games this little puppy fills the gap.
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game. no new and innovative items. bugs. bugs. aaand its just boring.. So I got this game like for free - I got it in some
indiebundle and I only wanted Hatred. But it's actually pretty fun. Not sure if it worth full price, but if you get it on sale with
66% discount or so - get it.. This is how the stars were born.

And you get to do it at home for free!. Nice fun difficult shoot em up. Fun, Addictive, Free? Sure, I'm game. Downloaded on a
whim because it reminded me of the gane bomberman on NES when I was young. Did not dissapoint. Would blow myself up
again 10/10. I can enter the game to start up a space firm. Only to see it go bancrupt.
ha ha ha
WORST GAME EVER <3. WOW a game I got in a budle pack (From bundle stars) for about £4.75 (2016). Really surprised I
missed this game somehow.

Its difficult in certain areas and can be flustrating to a certain point. But I love this game.

I would recommend it to anyone who like this type of game, not tried the online side yet if its still working I dont know, but will
update my review once I get the chance to try it.. Enchanting gravity shifting puzzle platformer with mesmerizing soundtrack.
The greatest forte of this black & white game gem is its beautiful simplicity. Highly recommended!
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